The Islam & Liberty Network exists to advance the understanding of religious, political, and economic freedom for peace and prosperity in Muslim majority countries and beyond. We were founded in 2011 to bring together researchers, academics, and public intellectuals to demonstrate the consistency of the universal values of religious, political and economic freedom with Islam. Our research outputs show that Islam is not just consistent with freedom; indeed, Islam requires freedom.

Islam and Liberty Network was awarded Asia Liberty Award for 2020 for “establishing a Muslim case for free society” for its work in Asia and Middle East by the Atlas Network.

Legally the Islam & Liberty Network is registered as a Labuan foundation in Malaysia. It is governed by our international Council. We are funded by like-minded foundations and individuals.

Our Programmes, Activities, and Impact:
- Annual International Conference leading to dialogue, papers and books
- Publication of books and articles for public debate and education
- Local seminars for public education particularly for students
- Webinars and podcasts for public education
- Summer Workshop leading to training of young scholars

Since we began our activities in 2012, we have organized 9 international conferences, 3 regional workshops, published 4 books, 90 articles and 55 podcasts. More than 1,300 individuals from 30 countries have participated in our programmes. The total outreach of our publications, including digital content, has reached approximately 2 million. Our work has inspired many individuals to join our network as fellows, team members and regular contributors.

Visit our digital platforms to know more about Islam & Liberty Network:
Twitter: LibertyIslam | Facebook: Islamandlibertynetwork
Contact us at ali@islamandlibertynetwork.org or tasnim@islamandlibertynetwork.org